On a question of Arhangel'skiǐ  by Ostaszewski, A.J.
Aktnct= ‘MS paper settles aquestion proposed by A.V. ArhmgWsW con&n&~ the ca* ’ 
dtv of a commct Hausdorff space and it Met bound on the character of its points, 
In [ 11 and again in [2], Arhangel’skil asks the following question: Un- . 
der the Generalized Continuum Hypothesis, isit necessarily2he ~a& that * 
if all the points of a compact Hausdorff space have chara.cter less than 
some infinite cardinal X, then the cardinality of the space-does not ex- 
ceed h? He answers this question in the affirmative for X regular, leaving 
the problem open for X singular, that is, when h is the,union of fewer than 
X cardinals each smaller than X. In this case the answer is in the negative, 
as we show below by means of a counterexample. Although we consider 
only the case X = p3,, the argument needs just minor moldificatioq inor- 
der to dispose of a general singular value of X. 
For our space we take 2wo, that is, the set of all transfinite gquences 
ofCY&nd l’softypeo w ; order this set lexicogmphically and. endow it . 
with the order topology. The argument in [3, ppI 185-l 86 1 -shows that 
this total ordering is complete and so according to the result of [3, pp. 
SZ-531, our space is compact and Hausdorff. Clearly the’cardinality of’ 
the space is 2”0, which is greater than &. We show now that the chtiac- 
ter of each point of the space is less than H,. 
We write IV* for the system of neighborhoods of a point x and use the 
symbol “ <” ambiguously for the orderings both of our space and of 
the ordinals. 
We ma,ke the convention min 9 = 0,. Define, for x in Pm, 
&)=min{ar :+=Oforall/3>&, 
u(x) = minr(ar : xB = 1 for all 0 > 4~). 
94 AA 
Let x E Pw and suppose u(x) < 0,. Ch 
where fi;t < w. For each inte 
(1) x=inf(ym:n<m<w). 
Let z be given with z > X; we find an int 
x < ym < 2. Since z 
x, =qg, for al! a < /3, 
Choose :n greater than pz sue at 63, p; thcln 
p=x 
-a a = Za’ when Q < 0, 
ys” =x0 < ZB. 
This proves (0, j. 
If x is the sequence consisti 
the intervals (2 : z < y”} pro 
u(x) > 0 and two cases arise: 
Case 1: u(x) = /3 + 1, for some 4. Then x 
sor in the lexicographic oi-d ring, x- say, w 
n this case, N, has a countable ba 
(z:x”<z<y”}. 
Case 2: u(x) is a limit or 
then there exists 13 so that 
7 < u(x) we define t’ 
t’ z 
a 
we have t’ < x for all 7 
er th ; < x. For some & we have 0 < W, ‘a 
for all 01<: p, 
“B < X6’ 
=x, =za, foralla<@, 
(1) and (2), we conclude that IV” has a base of m- 
: P < - < ym). In all these cases, the character of 
x is iess than N, l The case u(x) < ~3, may be treated by a similar argu- 
e same conclusion. 
= o, 1 then in fact the character of x is HO. l-Ier+xt one ob- 
erves that for each at ,l~ss than cd, there is /3 with 6 > c11 such that x9 = 0 
n virtue of v(x) =: uw). For each integer n, let f$ be the least or& 
nal satisfying fi> o, and x6 = 0. This time defme y” by 
u” 
( 
x = a¶ atC8,9 
a 1, a.&* 
Thus x < y”, and in fact, x = inf cy” : n < w). By a “dua.Y argu.ment we 
can find a countable sequence of points tn satisfying P < x and x = 
sup{P: ?I 4~ o}: Then a base f(x N, is provided by the intel7rals of the 
form{z: P <z<y”). 
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